This paper aims to provide a comprehensive overview of the Greek of Italy with regard to his dialect differentiation and long-term trends. After addresing some issues regarding the absolute and relative chronology of the Doric domain, internal lines of evolution that appear to be characterized by several peculiarities are analysed. The first area is linguistic communication with the motherland. The second is the presence of poles that have promoted linguistic standardization processes (Tarentum, Syracuse) and poles that have been affected by these processes (Rhegium, Siris, Locri). Lastly, particular attention is devoted to the analysis of the interlinguistic contact that characterized the Greek of Italy during the Hellenistic and Roman eras. In order to clarify the dynamics of this contact situation, an analysis is conducted of certain inscriptions that reveal the different types of interference with the Italic languages and Latin.
Introduction
In the 1970s, the person being celebrated in this memorial volume published two papers that represented -and still represent -a landmark in the study of the Greek dialects of Magna Graecia and Sicily (Bartoněk 1973 (Bartoněk , 1975 : thus, this is the perfect occasion to make this tribute.
From the first half of the 1970s to present, the Greek of Italy has been the subject of several studies that have contributed to increase our knowledge of the dialects of each colony as well as many linguistic phenomena that characterised them from a synchronic and diachronic point of view; 1 however, there is still a lack of an overall look at the Greek of the Magna Graecia, similar to what has been recently attempted for the Greek of Sicily. 1 Please refer, as a non-exhaustive example, to the works by Arena (1989 Arena ( , 1992 Arena ( , 1994 Arena ( , 1998 and the collections by Dubois (1989 Dubois ( , 1995 Dubois ( , 2002 Dubois ( , 2008 .
2 I am referring to the contributions collected in Tribulato (Ed. 2012 ).
Archaisms and matters of relative chronology
1.1. Overall, the Greek of Italy shows particular conservation traits due to two facts: the different absolute chronology of the colonies foundation and the fact that sometimes the epigraphic testimonies of the colonies are even older than those from the motherland.
3
The following example should be enough evidence of this: <y> having the phonetic value of a close back rounded vowel, as inferred by the frequent spelling with <ϙ>/_y, 4 whereas this sound had already taken up a [+front] trait since the archaic period in most of the Ionic-Attic area. For an overall picture of the Greek of Italy, Bartoněk's work is still unequalled.
4
See Bartoněk (1975: p. 27 -Cumae) ; Arena (1998: p. 103 -Locri) .
5
With respect to the phonetic value of <y> in the Ionic-Attic context and the continental areas and pronunciation conservation [-front] of the sound, refer to Allen (1987: pp. 65-69) , Petrounias (2007: pp. 549-550) .
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The analysis of the archaisms compared to the motherland is even more interesting within the Doric domain, particularly of Laconian origin. If we analyse one of the most characteristic traits of Laconian, the passage from <ϑ> to <σ> -phonetically from an occlusive sound with an aspiration trait [t h ] to an unvoiced dental fricative [s] , probably through an unvoiced interdental fricative sound [θ] -we can see that this phenomenon took place in Sparta only from the 4 th century B.C., but the spelling with theta was constantly used that in Tarentum and its colony Heraclea up to the Hellenistic Age. Therefore, everything would lead to believe that this phenomenon developed during a recent Laconian phase in the motherland, but it did not spread to the Taranto colony and Heraclea sub-colony because it had not yet developed when they were founded.
Thanks to some intuitions by A. C. Cassio (2002) and, more recently, an accurate demonstration by Lazzeroni (2006) we currently know that things went quite differently, as can be proven on the basis of some indirect clues from both the Greek of Greece and the Greek of Magna Graecia. As regards Greece, we have the testimony by Aristophanes who uses the trait s instead of th (Lys. 1302 (Lys. -1313 6 in the rendition of the Laconian dialect in the Lysistrata, clearly in advance with respect to the explicit documentation on Laconian epigraphy; as regards Magna Graecia, the clues are more indirect but their concurrence leaves very few doubts: the first clue is related to the form of the hydronym Γαλαῖσος (Galaesus, in its Latin translation), located near Taranto, which can hardly be separated from the -αιθος hydronymic form used in Sicily and Magna Graecia (cf. Σύμαιθος, Νήαιθος) and that reflects a local version of <θ> as an alveolar fricative (Cassio 2002: pp. 440-442) ; the second element refers to the Oscan rendition damusennia (attested in the Iuvilas from Capua) of the Greek δαμοθοινία, whose cultural connections with Tarentum are well proven (Lazzeroni 2006: p. 83 ). The last clue comes from the Messapian, which graphically renders the substitute of *ti ̯ with <τθ> or even <θ>: this shows that, as the Messapian alphabet derives from the Tarentum alphabet, when the <θ> sign was borrowed, the system already featured a phonetic value very similar to the unvoiced dental fricative; this graphic/sound matching would then be reproduced in the target language (De Simone 1972: p. 172 ).
1.2. These examples are significant for several reasons: first of all, because it is only thanks to the specific situation of the Greek of Italy and one of its more typical aspectsi.e. its contact and interference with the languages of ancient Italy -that we can manage to retrieve these data; the second aspect, which is also significant with respect to methodology, is the fact that the filter of writing seems to be able to hide the actual phonetic reality also in situations -such as Laconia -where there is no evidence of a particular attention to the graphical rendition of the dialect, in terms of neither accuracy nor graphic standardisation.
7 Thus, this case is an example of the way in which specific characteristics of a certain variation, given the unremovable conditioning of writing, can be considered 6 As regards the use of Laconian by Aristophanes and the related linguistic attitudes, see Willi (2002 Willi ( [2007 : pp. 139-141).
7
For the attitudes of the Spartans towards their own dialect and some enlightening comparisons with other dialects of the Greek diasystem, see Morpurgo Davies (1993: pp. 265-270) .
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ČLÁNKY / ARTICLES in a negative way so to speak, from the outside and due to the conditioning that caused the variation by contact rather than on account of a direct and explicit documentation of the dialect sources. Similar situations, although less significant for the Greek of Italy, also characterise two other phenomena that are typical of the Laconian dialect: the aspiration of the secondary voiceless sibilant between vowels ([s] > [h]/V___V) and the outcome of the initial [w], noted with digamma, as a labial stop or labiodental fricative, noted with beta; both phenomena should be probably dated back to before the relevant graphical evidence; what these two phenomena have in common is a strong inconsistency in the written form, due to either structural (Lazzeroni 2006: pp. 84-85) or cultural reasons (Morpurgo Davies 1993: pp. 266-267) , which makes it difficult to define their absolute chronology.
Evolution and internal dynamics
2.1. The first phenomenon that, from a general point of view, involves the Greek of Magna Graecia with respect to the internal dynamics is represented by the variety of dialect groups related to the colonial varieties and the mutual relationships between them.
• The Ionic dialect is clearly concentrated mostly on the Tyrrhenian coast from Capua to Rhegion (further in this paper Rhegium, today Reggio di Calabria), continuing on the coast of northern (Zancle and Himaera) and eastern Sicily (Naxos, Catania, Leontinoi -further Leontini); an isolated offspring of this dialect can be found in the isolated colony of Siris, founded in the gulf of Tarentum by the colonists coming from Micrasian Ionia, namely from Colophon.
• The colonial settlements with a Doric dialect are located around Tarentum (severior Doric type) and on the south-eastern coast of Sicily, from Selinunte to Camarina and Syracuse (mitior Doric type).
• The settlements with an Achaean dialect were more scattered and with more isolated colonies on the Tyrrhenian coast (Poseidonia and Terina), whereas, except Metapontum, the Achaean colonies on the Ionian coast were distributed continuously from Sybaris and Thurii to Croton and Caulonia.
• Finally, a virtually isolated case is represented by Locri that, as clearly shown by its name, was founded by colonists coming from the Greek continent and precisely from Opuntian Locris or Ozolian Locris.
8
In general, and considering this type according to the main dialectal facies of the motherland, the two types of dialects coexisting in Magna Graecia are on the one hand Ionic (both Euboic and Micrasian) and on the other hand Doric (both severior and mitior) and north-western. The following table shows the structural differences able to set the basis, in conditions of bilingualism, for automatic conversion phenomena, allowed in bilingual speakers by the inter-linguistic identification of the features. As we can see, the number of linguistic features that can be automatically converted by bilingual speakers is quite high and involves all the levels of the linguistic structure, with a -quite obvious -prevalence of the features related to the field of sounds (1-4), but also with significant effects on the morphological (5-6) and morphosyntactic aspects (7-8).
2.2. The historical and political relationships between the colonies caused several models of interaction between the two above mentioned types of dialect; in general, the cities with a Ionic dialect are more affected by the pressure from the colonies with other dialects, particularly those with a Doric dialect. Siris and Rhegium are two perfect examples of this: Siris is the only settlement with an Ionic dialect founded in the 7 th century on the Ionian sea by colonists from Colophon and destroyed after more than one century, around 530 BC, by a confederation of the Achaean colonies of Sybaris, Croton and Metapontum; one of the few documents from this area dating back to after the above mentioned destruction was written with Achaean characters and in a non-Ionic dialect (τᾶς θεō), proving that the military defeat suffered by Siris also brought changes to the culture and dialect.
The situation of Rhegium is very similar, although better documented, and I have dealt with it in a work that will be used here as a source for the most significant data related to the issue at hand (Consani 1995b) .
After an archaic phase that, in spite of the scarce documentation shows clear Ionic features, 9 the start of the 4 th century BC represents a clear break in the history of the town from a linguistic and political point of view: as a matter of fact, in 387/6 BC, the town lost its independence after the siege and destruction by Dyonisius I, tyrant of Syracuse, and over the following century and a half its subordination to the culture and politics of the main centres of Doric Sicily was increasingly clear. 10 In this historical stage, Rhegium showed a strong pro-Roman attitude, which led to Rome providing a military garrison -mainly formed by soldiers from the Campania region -to face the threats made by Pyrrhus and Carthaginians (c. 280 BC); this policy would be rewarded ten years later, when the Romans punished by death or expulsion the garrison from Campania that illegally took over the political power (Meister 1987: pp. 84-86) .
Also in this case, along with the loss of independence and other political events, there must have been a sharp change in the town's dialect that, due to the lack of documentation, was fully documented only as of the start of the 2 nd century BC, in the decree issued by the town in favour of the Roman praetor Cneus Aufidius:
11 as I have tried to prove, this text shows a linguistic background that clearly complies with the characteristics of the Ionic-Attic koine with a Doric facies as regards the phonetics, characterised by the constant use of the original /aː/ (τᾶι ἁλίαι, τᾶι ἁμᾶ πόλει, στραταγός), but also featuring mixed forms like βουλά, Δαματρίου, Νικοδάμου, in which the Doric /aː/ goes along with the <OY> of the isovocalic contraction, typical of the Ionic-Attic koine.
12 This sharp turn from the original Ionic type towards a mitior Doric koine with a clear Syracusean origin can be found, although with increasingly fewer proofs, in the documentation dating back to the Roman age.
9
On this aspect, please refer to Arena (1994: nn. 58-71 and related linguistic comment).
10 See Meister (1987) , Costabile (1978 Costabile ( , 1979 .
11 IG XIV, 612 = Ditt. Syll. 3, 715. For the historical significance of this text, please refer to Turano (1968: pp. 100-105) and Costabile (1978: pp. 47-49) ; for a detailed linguistic analysis, see Consani (1995b: pp. 196-197) . 3. An even more complex situation -from a synchronic and diachronic perspective and for the aspects related to the inter-linguistic contact -is represented by the dialect of Locri, the only place on the Italian territory with a dialect belonging to the group of continental and north-western Doric dialects, as already mentioned briefly above. In the analysis of the documentation related to the dialect of Locri -made even more interesting and significant, as well as more complex, by the Olympieion tablets -we can see a recurring attempt to connect this dialect facies to a severior Doric Greek: the most ancient attempt (as far as I know) dates back to the Sammlung by Collitz & Bechtel (vol. I, no. 1658) , while the most recent one to Blomqvist (1975) ; Bartoněk's suspension of judgment (1975: pp. 34-35) on this matter 13 is revealing of the complexity of the situation. However, I think it is possible to say something more, mainly negative: as a matter of fact, the projection to the prehistoric age of the severior vowel system that characterises the documentation from the 5 th and 4 th century is not supported by any kind of evidence and gives too much significance only to the aspects related to the vowel system, neglecting other phenomena (Consani 1995a: pp. 78-79) .
Given the existing documentation related to the Locri dialect, which does not allow to go back past the classical age, the interpretation of the structural data must be naturally and necessarily integrated with external data. In the perspective of connecting the internal and external history of this dialect with a cause-effect connection, we have to face a problem: considering the dialect as originally belonging to the severior Doric type, we should identify the source that introduced different features, which prevailed in quantity during the classical age; on the other hand, if we consider the ancient sources that relate the foundation of the settlement with the Locris region, thus with a passage from Doric and north-western dialects quite different from the severior facies of Peloponnesian Doric, we should be able to identify the source that caused the Locri dialect to take its severior vowel system in the documentary age.
Obviously, from a methodological point of view, considering this double possibility means shifting the matter from an exclusively genetic approach to an approach that also considers the dynamics related to the interference by contact. Now, given the difficulty of identifying a source for the irradiation of the typical features of north-western dialects in this part of Magna Greacia and at the end of the classical age, we still need to take into careful consideration the other alternative, i.e. identifying a source of irradiation of the severior vowel system; however, if we consider this matter in this way, the answer is immediate and absolutely obvious: several clues allow to identify Tarentum and its colony Heraclea as the origin for the spreading of this feature. As a matter of fact, at that time, Tarentum had a leading role in guiding the Italiot league during the conflicts with the neighbouring populations -Messapians, Bruttii and Lucanians -and, between the late 4 th century and the early 3 rd century BC, in contrasting the Roman expansion in this area (De Juliis 2004: pp. 71-86) . The tablets of the Olympieion of Locri date back to this phase of the political activity of Taranto and the βασιλεύς quoted in several tablets allows to identify Pyrrhus, king of Epirus and an In the light of this, the dialect of Locri becoming more similar to Doric due to the influence of Tarentum appears justified by external data and manages to provide a more effective solution to the classification problems of this dialect: it should be taken back to its traditional north-western origin (also in accordance with the type of alphabet that shows clear connections with the one used in the Locris region) and, in a period of time not far from when these texts were written, it took the five-vowel system with severior-type long vowels.
2.4. The above mentioned cases are perfect examples of the character of the linguistic history of the Magna Graecia colonies during the Hellenistic period, a character definitely marked by internal and external dynamicity; apart from the greater vitality of the Doric type compared to the Ionic type (almost everywhere being recessive), I believe the most important element is represented by the co-existence of standardised and standardising centres: the former include, as we have seen, Rhegium -which abandoned its original Ionic character and took on a mitior Doric type of Syracusean origin -and Locri -taking on significant severior features from Taranto. The two standardising centres, which represented the focus of linguistic convergence phenomena, are represented by Tarentum and Syracuse -the first with a severior Doric dialect and the second with a mitior Doric dialect -whose function would soon be terminated by the Roman conquest of the scene and the area.
15
These two initial forms of Doric linguistic standardisation were affected by the IonicAttic koine, whose presence in Magna Graecia was already detectable in the 4 th century BC -and in the two most representative sets of documentation, i.e. the tables of Heraclea and Locri 16 -and gradually increased over the two following centuries: the interference between these two types of Greek created a specific koine of the Italiot area, which can be described as a basically Doric koine with a more or less deep Ionic-Attic interference: this is probably the remote basis for the introduction of some Doric features into the modern Greek of Italy.
The mutual diastratic arrangement of the Doric and the koine components surely still needs to be defined. While the assumption I once made about the koine circulating via socially low channels still needs to be thoroughly verified, 17 it is however necessary to 14 Ancient sources inform us about the alliance between Locri and Pyrrhus and about the town siding with the anti-Roman faction led by Tarentum, before finally hosting a Roman garrison after 275 BC, when Pyrrhus, defeated by the Romans, left Italy forever (Niutta 1979: p. 270 ).
15 The influence of Syracuse on the neighbouring towns in the area of the strait and up to the Bruttii's territory ended with the death of the tyrant Agathocles in 289; similarly, the role of Tarentum 
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ČLÁNKY / ARTICLES stick to the currently available material data, which are represented by two distinct but complementary observations: the first one refers to the fact that the continuity of the Doric component until the late Roman age can only be explained by considering this dialect facies as a variety natively spoken by the local population; on the other hand, if this assumption is correct, this fact does not automatically imply that the penetration of the Ionic-Attic koine should be ascribed to different channels that are diastratically different from those of the language spoken by Greek-speaking people. However, this matter definitely needs to be studied more in depth, also because -as illustrated in the next paragraph -the types of koine that were documented in this area during the Roman age were characterised by definite non-standard features.
Phenomena of interference by contact
The types of contact that characterise Greek in Sicily have already been analysed by me in a paper some years ago (Consani 2006a ) and I am glad to see that many results of that analysis are now included in the above mentioned monograph on the languages and inter-linguistic contact in Sicily.
18
As said before, the Greek of Magna Graecia, like that of Sicily, is characterised by an extended condition of inter-linguistic contact with Italic populations of Samnite origin and other of Oscan origin, such as the Brettii, as well as the Messapians, the Iapygians and, later on, with the Latin language brought by the Roman conquest of the whole ancient Italy; for the time being, I shall not consider the Etruscans and Carthaginians, considered by the Greeks as definitely different from a linguistic and cultural point of view.
19
Rather than dealing with this matter comprehensively and generally, which surely is not the point of this paper, I believe that the best way to have an idea of the depth, chronological extension and variety of forms of contact that affected the Greek of Magna Graecia is the analysis of the texts that are significant with respect to this. I shall refer to some texts that I consider to be particularly significant and that I have already studied before, because I believe that a comprehensive analysis of them can provide important elements to evaluate the long-term trends and evolution directions that are the subject of this observation.
3.1. The first case that I think is worth mentioning takes us back to the Bruttium region between the late 4 th century and the early 3 rd century BC, i.e. to a geo-linguistic situation in which the Greek language, penetrated inland along the lines of communication with the Ionian and Adriatic coasts, was in contact with the indigenous population of the Brettii and, shortly after, with Latin. 20 This linguistic and cultural context originated the inscription on the gold crown of Armento, a text that was rather uncomfortably dealt with by all the scholars who handled it since the 1970s; 21 this discomfort also led to unjustified integrations to the text that, on the other hand, is perfectly legible and sounds like:
Κρειθώνιος ἤθηκη τὸ εἰστέφανον
The text means, quite simply, "Kritonios, dedicated the crown", i.e. the gold crown that features this inscription.
I believe that I have already shown 22 that most of the above mentioned interpretation problems depend on the analysis of the text based on the standard Ionic-Attic coeval koine, which prevents the appropriate appreciation of the linguistic features included in the short inscription: first of all, the iotacism revealed by the < ει > ~ < ι > exchange, showing the phonetic match of [eː] and [i(ː)]; then, the free oscillation between the graphic signs of eta and epsilon in words show little sensitivity to the vowel quality, although [ɛː] had not merged into [i(ː)] yet. These elements are already clues of a type of Greek that was characterised from a diachronic point of view and are combined with two other significant features: the vowel prosthesis -graphically <ει>, phonetically [i] -in front of the group sC and the omission of the final nasal sound of the article. As regards 21 A summary of the studies carried out on this text in Consani (2006b: pp. 208-209) .
22 A detailed analysis of this text in Consani (1996: pp. 116-118) .
Figures 2 and 3: The gold crown from Armento
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ČLÁNKY / ARTICLES the first feature, the Greek language developed forms of vowel prosthesis before sC both in Asia Minor and in Magna Graecia, most probably due to the contact and interference with the languages that feature the same phenomenon (Consani 1999b ): a situation of contact would have caused what is defined a "boost effect" of latent trends in different linguistic systems, that are boosted and surfaced by the contact; the principle originally uttered by Weinreich in 1953 was confirmed by a significant amount of data from the most diverse contexts (Heine & Kuteva 2006) . As regards the second feature, the omission of the final nasal sound, we are dealing with a well-known phenomenon that was initially typical of the sub-standard Attic and then of the Hellenistic Greek, when the fall of this sound becomes more general.
If we combine all these elements, also adding -from a semantic point of view -the use of the simple verb ἔθηκε instead of the standard ἀνέθηκε, we can have a picture of the particular type of Greek produced by the external circumstances described in the beginning: with features due to the interference by contact, a kind of Greek that was very different from the standard and consistent with the evolution of the vowel system of the koine. If the author was local, as indicated by the stylistic clues of the artefact, and if the author also made the inscription, we could assume that it was a native speaker of Oscan using Greek as L2 or LS, clearly considering it as a prestigious linguistic code, to make the inscription on an artefact of great economic and artistic value, thus related to the local elite. 
IV
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Apart from the interpretation difficulties of the second and third texts, for which please refer to Consani (1995b: pp. 200-201) , a set of linguistic clues can be obtained by this set with respect to both Latin and Greek and to the interference phenomena. With respect to Latin, aspects like the missing nasal sound /__s# hint to a non-standard language type, regardless that such difference should be considered as non-urban or diastratically low (in accordance with the servant status of the character of the first epitaph) or archaic (if the tile dates back to the 3 rd century BC; Consani 1995b: p. 201). With respect to Greek, it is important to notice a iotacism condition that is not very different from the previous case, with <ει> representing [i], but with eta used to express the Latin /ē/, as in Ῥηγείνου, but kept distinct from epsilon with much more consistency than in the Armento inscription.
However, the most interesting aspects are the interference phenomena between the two systems, affecting deep layers of the linguistic articulation, such as derivative and compositional morphology.
First of all, the compound μάλεμπτος, which is a form of grammaticalization of the Latin expression male emptus, fixed in a compound with an inflected morphology typical of the themes in -o-.
Then, it is worth noticing the compound ψευδοκαμινάριος: this appears to be made with material of Greek origin that must have passed to Latin quite soon, as shown by the Plautine Pseudolus with respect to the initial element; all this shows the degree of integration of this loanword into the Latin system back in the archaic age, up to the point of adding the Latin suffix -arius, inflected in the vocative following the example of filius.
This picture, already significant of the degree of intertwining of the two codes in contact, is completed by the suffix play that can be seen in the Αἰσωπιτάνα at the end of the second text: the suffix -ιτάνος derived from the well-known Greek formant -της , and here used in its Doric form -τας, is followed by the Latin suffix -an-o°. In the light of this mixed formation, it is interesting to wonder about the value of the final -α; being a singular nominative, as shown by the following κεραμίς we have two possibilities: either it is a Latin nominative with Greek spelling or, if the word is inflected according to Greek, it would represent evidence of a Doric form, which would be incredibly valuable given the scarceness of such forms in this area in the 3 rd century BC (cf. § 2.2.). In general, the texts carved onto the tile of Pellaro clearly show that, in spite of choosing the Greek spelling to write this text -which is a clear cultural clue of how Greek writing was considered prestigious at that time in that area, the Latin linguistic skill of the writer of these texts is not lower than his Greek skill: this represents an extremely interesting clue, considering the period of time. Along with the Greek-Latin contact, we should not forget the indigenous element, which is also quite clear in this text as shown by the typical Italic name, although correctly spelled in Greek, of Alphios Primion, the master of the slave celebrated in the first inscription.
3.3. The intertwining of Latin and Greek into a cultural background of Italic origin must have been long, despite the increasing Romanization of southern Italy; as a matter of fact, also during the imperial age, we can still find examples of koine rich in spoken traits First of all, the whole sentence represents a mixed language text in which, apart from the names of the two people written in Latin, the rest is written in Greek.
Then, the two writing systems are hardly kept distinct (lambda also in the Latin text, but <c> instead of <k> and <R> instead of <P> in the Greek text).
Finally, from a linguistic point of view, it is necessary to observe a very significant set of interferences and specific features:
• Sallustis reproduces the typical evolution of the spoken koine, where the suffixes -ios/-ion are reduced to -is/-in; • <CAE> represents the conjunction καί and phonetically is similar to the monophthongised pronunciation <κε>; • <ATOIC> matches ἀτοῖς, a well-known monophthong form of αὐτοῖς, typical of the Roman age koine, which could have been brought to light also thanks to the contact with the similar trend of late/sub-standard Latin (Augustus > it. agosto).
Discussion and conclusions
The cases of interference between the two codes could easily be multiplied and extended to other types of contact and languages involved in contact: an example is the paradigmatic case of Petelia and the new defixio brought to light in this town (Lazzarini 2004) and thoroughly analysed by Paolo Poccetti with respect to the relationship and interferences between Oscan and Greek (Poccetti 2014) . However, as the perspective of this paper is more about quality than quantity, I believe that the material analysed until now is enough to make a summary of the typical aspects that characterise the Greek of Magna Graecia in general and with respect to long-term phenomena.
The first element that can be detected from the various types of phenomena analysed is represented by the fact that, in accordance with what is theoretically expected based Graeco-Latina Brunensia 21 / 2016 / 2 ČLÁNKY / ARTICLES on the characterization of the linguistic phases attested in the lateral and later areas, the Greek of Italy actually shows some archaic traits that in some cases manage to explain the diachrony of motherland Greek; with this respect, it is worth reminding the backdating of some Laconian phenomena, which was possible thanks to the evidence collected from colonial Greek and the relevant phenomena of interference with the neighbouring languages.
Another and equally interesting element is the internal dynamics within the Magna Graecia that, thanks to the historical events and power-based relationships, had the Ionic component behaving recessively almost everywhere compared to the Doric one, both in Magna Graecia and in Sicily. This was obviously reflected on the language as, apart from the replacement of a dialect with another in the diachrony of the individual colonies (Rhegium from Ionic to Doric, Siris from Ionic to Achaean, Locri from mitior to severior Doric), it allows to identify Tarentum on the continent and Syracuse in Sicily as two centres that had a function of linguistic convergence and standardisation of their severior and mitior varieties, thanks to their political status between the 4 th and 3 rd centuries BC: this process might have set the basis for the creation of several actual dialect koinai if it had not been interrupted by the following Roman penetration, which brought Latin to the highest level of the linguistic repertories in this area.
However, the vitality of the Greek of Italy lasted a long time also in competition with Latin, as shown by the last case examined in 3.3., and constantly communicating with motherland Greek: this is revealed by the presence of the Ionic-Attic koine, which can be perceived even from the documentation of the 4 th century BC; the interaction of the koine with the various types of Doric dialects led to the creation of a specific local language, whose most recognisable trait is the Doric with respect to phonetics, although in morphosyntactic structures that are consistent with the evolution of the spoken koine of the Roman age and its regional differences. About this variety, we can make two observations that show all the specificity of the Greek of Italy in its extreme evolution up to the christian age: the first one is related to the fact that the koine directly or indirectly documented in the epigraphic documentation of the Hellenistic and Roman age has definitely different features from the forms of the standard Hellenistic koine, and it is characterised by traits that are typical of the spoken language and by the presence of aspects that anticipate the following evolutions. This can suggest the presence of a bilingualism or bi-dialecticism diastratically low and relevant at the level of spoken language, whose prototypical poles are the Doric koine of Magna Graecia on the one hand and forms of sub-standard spoken Ionic-Attic koine on the other hand.
The second observation refers to the fact that this picture has significant effects with respect to neo-Greek: as a matter of fact, the possible continuity of the Greek of Calabria, 23 with respect to an ancient Greek phase characterised by a Doric dialect, does not need an obligated and vaguely anti-historical reference to the archaic and classic Doric nature of the Italiot colonies, but it can be more pertinently referred -from a chronological and linguistic point of view -to the Doric traces conveyed by a Roman age koine, which would take its dialect aspects due to the contact with the Italiot Dorians between the 3 rd century BC and 1 st century AD. In fact, this type of documentation is consistent with some Sicilian magical documents dating back to the late-ancient age (Consani 1999a) , also including coexisting Doric and late spoken koine elements: this should represent the final documentation attesting the continuity of the forms of interference that were typical of the Roman age before the lack of documentation that involves the whole Greek-speaking area between the 6 th and 10 th centuries; this linguistic situation shall be the starting point to trace the development that led to the emergency of medieval Greek, according to an already briefly mentioned methodology, although not thoroughly performed by scholars such as Comparetti 24 or Tsopanakis (1978) .
